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The Face of Winter
How to Protect Your Skin in the Dry, Cold Months
Barbara Hey  

Protect your skin from winter's harsh elements for a healthy complexion year round

Relax,
Unwind,
Rejuvenate
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Crumpacker Therapeutic Massage
Laura Crumpacker
308-762-9309
Days, evening & weekend 
Call for availability
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Winter can be tough on skin, but there's
much you can do to defend against the
assaults of the season. The skin's
primary role -- to protect the body -- is
ever more important in extreme
weather, and in most locations, that
means extreme cold outside and dry,
over-heated air inside during the
winter. Your epidermis must "weather"
these drastic fluctuations in
temperature, and often the result is
chapped, scaly, flaky skin.

Facing the Frost
The biggest wintertime concern is
dehydration. In colder climates, you
definitely need to increase the
protection quotient. "You must

over-treat skin to keep it hydrated," says
Barbara Schumann-Ortega, vice
president of Wilma Schumann Skin
Care in Coral Gables, Florida. That
means a shift from lighter skin care
products used during warmer months to
winter-weight products, such as thicker,
cream-based cleansers and moisturizers.
These will provide stronger barriers
against the harsh environment of winter

months. And this is especially important
for the face. And if much time is spent
outdoors skiing, snowboarding, or
walking, for example, your complexion
needs heavy-duty protection from brisk
wind and winter sun as well.

"People often forget about sunscreen in
the winter," says Schumann-Ortega. For
regular outdoor time -- a few hours a
day -- a sunscreen with an SPF of 20
should be sufficient. But if a winter trip
on the slopes or shore is part of the
plan, sunscreen with a higher protective
factor is needed, even if your time is
spent beneath an umbrella. "Both snow
and sand reflect the sun," she says, so
don't be caught unprepared. Double
your efforts to protect the parts of the

face particularly prone to display the
effects of dryness: The lips and the area
around the eyes need a continual shield
against the elements. Ask your skin care
professional which products are
appropriate for your skin type and
effective, seasonal moisturizers and
sunscreens.



When you're outside in harsh conditions, cover up with gloves, scarves, and sunscreen.
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"When it's cold, you lose blood flow to
the skin," says Schumann-Ortega. The
result is a dry, dull tone. Facial
treatments can increase circulation and
rejuvenate a healthy glow. But,
Schumann-Ortega cautions, be careful
with peels and resurfacing treatments
during the winter, as they can do more
damage than good with skin that's
already taxed from the harsh
environmental conditions.

Winterizing the Body
It's not just the face that suffers in the
winter. Skin everywhere dries out, and
gets that flaky look and uncomfortable
winter itch. Hot baths  --  a delightful
antidote to the chill -- can further
exacerbate dry skin. The solution? Add
10 drops of an aromatic essential oil to
the bath to moisturize as you soak.
(Lavender is particularly soothing to dry
skin.) Then apply an emollient
moisturizer -- a product that feels
particularly thick and creamy to the
touch, like a body butter -- geared for
extra dry, rough, chapped, or cracked
skin. Apply it immediately after drying
off, when the skin can most readily
absorb the lotion and restore its barrier.
If dryness is still bothersome, indulge in
a salt rub and full-body conditioning
wrap to remoisturize.

And don't forget feet and hands. The
feet, hidden by socks and boots all
winter long, often go neglected this time
of year and need attention, but the most
obvious casualties of winter are the
hands. Exposed to the elements and the
subject of frequent hand-washing
during the cold and flu season, hands
can turn to rawhide just as holiday
parties go into full swing -- not an
elegant look for holding onto a
champagne flute.

This is the season to slather hands with
heavy, oil-rich cream at night and cover
them with gloves. And don't forget feet:
they also require the same special care.
Consider a moisturizer for them in the
evenings and sleep with socks on. In the
morning, your feet and hands will feel
soft and moisturized. Your skin care
professional can recommend
appropriate gloves, socks, and a
home-care routine for this process. In
addition, treat hands and feet to regular
spa treatments to exfoliate dead skin
cells, and paraffin treatments to
replenish and moisturize.

Relax and Enjoy It
In winter, and all seasons, stress can
disrupt even the best skin. "We always
ask clients what's going on in life, since
adrenaline, holiday pressures, and even
joy can have an effect on body
chemistry," says Schumann-Ortega. The
skin reflects it all. "Some clients may
come in after four weeks and they look
like a train wreck," she says. So do your
best to minimize the effects of stress with
exercise, meditation, and proper diet.
And don't skimp on the self-care.
Schedule time for pampering, relaxing
treatments.

Some final tips:
-  Drink water. Even when there's a chill
in the air and thirst isn't overwhelming,
water consumption needs to be high to
combat the dry air.
-  Avoid products with a high percentage
of synthetic ingredients (propylene
glycol, petroleum), chemical detergents

(sodium laurel sulfates), and artificial
colors and fragrances.
-  Employ quality skin care products
suited to your skin type.
-  Check your medications. Illness and
ongoing pharmaceuticals can upset pH
balance.
-  Incorporate nutritional supplements
into your skin health regimen, such as
essential fatty acids, zinc, magnesium,
vitamin A, and B vitamins.

Winter doesn't have to take its long,
hard toll on your skin. Ask your skin
care professional about hydrating
products and circulation-enhancing
treatments to ease the long, dry months
of winter. After all, spring is just around
the corner.



The ginger plant has many medicinal uses.

The Health Benefits of Ginger
Easing Nausea, Joint Pain, and Allergies
 

Exercise Myths
Fiction Vs. Fact
 

This pungent spice is found in cuisine
around the globe, but ginger has also
been used for more than 2,500 years
for its medicinal properties. The
ancient Chinese knew that it aided in
the absorption of many herbal
preparations and they prescribed it
extensively as a digestive tonic.

A native root of southeast Asia, ginger is
a potent ally in the treatment of nausea,
motion sickness, and joint pain.
Current research confirms ginger's
efficacy as an anti-inflammatory, GI
calmative, and antihistamine. The active
ingredients found in ginger -- gingerols
and shagoals -- lower levels of
prostaglandins, the chemicals
responsible for pain and inflammation
in joints and muscles. By reducing
prostaglandins, ginger can even have a
positive effect on heart health and
circulation because chronic, systemic
inflammation increases the risk of heart
attack and blood vessel compromise.

Ginger comes in several forms. Fresh
and dried ginger is available in

supermarkets for use in cooking. It's
also available in capsules, an extract pill
form, prepackaged tea bags, crystallized,
and as a topical oil.

Recommended Uses
Motion Sickness and Nausea
Most medications for nausea and
motion sickness work to calm the
nervous system and can cause drowsiness
and dry mouth. On the other hand,
ginger calms the digestive tract directly
and has been shown to reduce nausea
after surgery and chemotherapy. For
motion sickness, take 100 mg two hours
before departure and every four hours
afterwards or as needed.

Arthritis and Muscle Aches
Massage ginger oil into affected areas
and/or take up to 1 g of powdered ginger
daily to reduce inflammation.

Colds and Allergies
Drink up to 4 cups of ginger tea daily or
enjoy authentic ginger ale (made from
real ginger).

Although old fitness fictions like "no
pain, no gain" are fading fast, plenty of
misconceptions still exist. Following are
some of the most common myths,
counteracted by the latest research.

FICTION: You will burn more fat if
you exercise longer at a lower
intensity.
FACT: The most important focus in
exercise and weight control is how many
calories are burned during the activity.
The faster you walk, step or run, the
more calories you use per minute.
However, high-intensity exercise may be
more difficult to sustain.

FICTION: If you're not going to work
out hard and often, exercise is a waste
of time.

FACT: Any exercise is better than none.
For example, regular walking or
gardening for as little as an hour a week
has been shown to reduce the risk of
heart disease.

FICTION: If you exercise long and
hard enough, you will always get the
results you want.
FACT: In reality, genetics plays an
important role in how people respond
to exercise. Your development of
strength, speed, and endurance may be
very different from that of other people
you know.

FICTION: The health and fitness
benefits of mind-body exercise like t'ai
chi and yoga are questionable.
FACT: The benefits abound! T'ai Chi,

for example, has been shown to help
treat low-back pain and fibromyalgia.
Improved flexibility, strength, and stress
management are just some of the
benefits.

FICTION: Home workouts are fine,
but going to a gym is the best way to get
fit.
FACT: Some people find it easier to
stick to a home-based fitness program.
In spite of all the hype on trendy
exercise programs and facilities, the best
program for you is the one you will
participate in consistently.

This information was provided by
IDEA, www.ideafit.com.



Keep your sunny
side up!

Well here's hoping winter will go fast and spring will come
soon! We've gotten by better than a lot of places with
weather extremes so I guess we should count our blessings! 

Many of us did not escape the viral crud going around and
our household was no exception. However, several clients
have dealt with muscle and severe back pain which seems
to run in clusters, too. It can be challenging to keep yourself
hydrated in the winter but please drink more water!

It's been a hectic few months...so I apologize to any that
have found it difficult to reach me. Please feel free to contact
me and a reminder I will again be at the annual Alliance
Health Fair this year on March 20, 2010. See you there!

Laura Crumpacker
308.762.9309

Crumpacker Therapeutic Massage

223 S Mississippi Ave 
Alliance, NE 69301-4123


